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TABLE I

Abstract- Advancements in microscopy instrumentation
have resulted in larger volumes of acquired image data and,
consequently, increased memory and space requirements for
the processing and storage of the data. To address the issue
in software, the Microscopy Image Analysis Tool (MIATool)
was created to support processing of large image sets that
makes efficient use of available resources. Implemented in
MATLAB using object-oriented design, MIATool works with
image pointer arrays to utilize RAM effectively and to support
the analysis of different interpretations of data. Furthermore,
the software provides image editing tools which operate on
parameter objects that are saved in lieu of processed images
to exploit the available disk space. A detailed image analysis
example is given to illustrate the design and features of
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Support for different interpretations of an image data set via
RAM-efficient N-dimensional image pointer arrays.

Automatic organization of image data and associatedpointer

arrays and modifying parameters on disk.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in microscopy imaging hardware have
given investigators the ability to acquire images at higher
speeds, an improvement which often translates to a significantly larger number of acquired images. A larger amount
of data in turn imposes higher memory and disk space
requirements for data processing and storage. While memory
and storage limitations can be addressed by upgrading the
necessary computer hardware, an alternative is to design and
use image processing software applications that make more
efficient use of the existing computer hardware.
We present in this paper some general principles behind the design of the Microscopy Image Analysis Tool,
or MIATool (www4.utsouthwestern.edu/wardlab/miatool). In
particular, we discuss the use of pointer arrays to effectively
deal with large image data sets as well as differing interpretations and analyses of such data sets. For a synopsis
of the various capabilities of MIATool, see Table I. We
begin with a discussion in Section II on the choice of the
MATLAB programming language and the object-oriented
design methodology for the implementation of MIATool [1],
[2]. We then give in Section III a microscopy image analysis
example that illustrates some typical tasks that MIATool was
designed to be able to address. This is followed in Section
IV by a discussion of the role that RAM-efficient pointer
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arrays play in MIATool and a description of the viewer
that provides the basics for working with pointer arrays.
In Section V, focus is given to image editing tools and to
parameter objects which provide a space-efficient alternative
for the disk storage of processed images. In Sections VI and
VII, attention is turned to the storage management of images
and objects and to MIATool's expandability. We conclude
our presentation in Section VIII with a continuation of the
example from Section III that shows in detail how MIATool
can be used to accomplish its various analysis objectives.
II. MATLAB AND OBJECT-ORIENTED DESIGN
The MATLAB technical computing language was chosen
for the implementation of MIATool primarily for the fact
that its computing engine is optimized for array operations.
It is thus suitable for the processing and analysis of digital
images as well as pointer arrays which provide the basic
framework for image analysis in MIATool. Importantly,
MATLAB supports object-oriented programming, the design
philosophy adopted by MIATool for code manageability and
expandability [1], [2]. Just about everything in MIATool,
including core components such as the image viewer and the
various image editing tools, is implemented with objects. In
addition to providing an intuitive mapping to the entities they
represent, objects facilitate the organization of code, and as
we will see in Section V, serve as intrinsic containers for the
storage of image modifying parameters.
s
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that is often encountered in our laboratory. This example
serves to illustrate the design specifications for MIATool.
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labeled with a ("green") GFP tag, whereas slow moving are dimensions in the input pointer array. By scrolling a
sorting endosomes are labeled with a ("red") RFP tag. The slider, the dimension the slider corresponds to is linearly
imaging is carried out with one camera which alternately traversed and the images referenced by the traversed pointers
takes nine images of "green" labeled tubules followed by are displayed one after another. Referring to the example in
one image of the "red" labeled endosomes. This sequence is Section III, if we were to construct a 2-dimensional array
repeated 1200 times to give a total of 12000 images of 0.85 containing pointers to all the "red" images in the first row
MB each. The images are streamed directly to the hard drive, and pointers to all the "green" images in the second row,
giving a data set of around 10 GB. The full size of the data then the "red" images would be displayed by setting the first
set already shows that not all images can be stored in RAM slider to the value 1 (for row 1) and scrolling the second
for a typical PC. From this we see that one design criterion slider. Fig. 1 shows an instance of the MIATool viewer that
of MIATool has to be the efficient analysis and viewing of was opened for the viewing of an image set referenced by a
an image set whose size exceeds the RAM of a typical PC. 2-dimensional pointer array.
A pointer-referenced image must always be loaded from
When analyzing this data, the microscopist typically wants
to examine different aspects of the image set. As a first disk before it can be displayed or processed. To make the
verification of the success of the experiment, often the "red" MIATool viewer a reasonable choice for image display, the
channel and the "green" channel will be viewed separately. speed of image retrieval must be sufficiently fast. The on-theIn a conventional design of an analysis software package, fly loading of images in MIATool is therefore accomplished
the user would achieve this by creating two arrays of images, with custom C language image retrieval routines specifically
one containing the "red" images and the other containing the optimized for speed.
"green" images. After this initial check the experimentalist
would typically want to study the interactions between the
"green" tubules and the "red" endosomes. For this purpose
overlays would be created by reading a "red" image into the
"R" channel of an RGB image format and a "green" image
utrvs
into the "G" channel of the same RGB image. Since the "red"
images are acquired at a much slower rate, each "red" image
would have to be paired with each of its receding nine ptind
i
"green" images to make the overlays. This time alignment
i
by repetition of the "red" images is justified by the relative
immobility of the endosomes with respect to the tubules.
Fig. 1. MIATool viewer and intensity adjustment tool.
This example shows that for a given experimental data set
different forms of presentation can be used to display and
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analyze the data. In this case, for one experimental data set
two arrays of grayscale images and one array of RGB images
In addition to the viewer which allows us to traverse a
are created. Using a conventional software design this would pointer array and display the referenced images, MIATool
lead to a significant increase in the need for RAM/disk space provides various editing tools for modifying the pointerand would pose potential problems when switching from one referenced images. The crop tool, for instance, is used to
data interpretation to another.
crop an image, and the intensity adjustment tool is used to
the pixel intensities of an image. All tools in MIATool
than
thsmewihacemodify
arraysiV.
I
MAGE
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VIEWER
IMAGE
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IVagearray.
MIARRAY
thepathto
oare user-interactive and operate on the image that is currently
to
more
available
In an effort make
efficient use of the
displayed in the viewer. When modified, the displayed image
RAM, MIATool uses arrays of image pointers rather than is immediately refreshed to give visual feedback to the user.
arrays of actual images. Image pointers are nothing more An instance of MIATool's intensity adjustment tool is shown
than addresses of the physical locations of the images and next to its associated viewer in Fig. 1.
are therefore much smaller in size and occupy significantly
Images referenced by the pointers in a pointer array may
less memory than the images they reference. In addition, one need to be modified differently from one another. Therefore,
would expect that the creation and manipulation of pointer as the pointers are traversed in the viewer and modifications
arrays in RAM be faster than doing the same with actual are made to one image after another using some tool, some
image arrays. A pointer in MIATool is simply the path to an form of storage is needed to retain for each pointer a
image's location on disk, and the basic unit of processing potentially unique description of how its referenced image
in MIATool is just an N-dimensional array consisting of should be modified. To address this necessity, a pointer array
2

4

of the two pixels that define the rectangular region to extract
from an image. Every tool in MIATool is designed to work
with a specific type of parameter object. The crop tool, for
instance, stores user-specified crop parameter values to a crop
parameter object that is associated with the pointer array
being traversed in the viewer.
Users of MIATool have the option to save the modifications they make in the form of actual modified images.
MIATool, however, provides the alternative of saving just
the parameter objects instead. A parameter object is much
smaller than a corresponding set of modified images and
hence requires significantly less disk space to store. Additionally, by saving a parameter object, a record is kept of
the processing that has been performed on a set of images.
When necessary, the modifying parameter values stored in
parameter objects can always be used to generate actual
modified images.
VI. DISK STORAGE IN MIATOOL
Using MIATool to process a set of images can potentially
generate many objects. A single set of images may be
associated with multiple image pointer arrays (which are
themselves implemented as objects), and each pointer array
may be associated further with multiple types of parameter
objects. The number of objects can increase even more if
multiple parameter objects of the same type are associated
with some or all of the pointer arrays. That is, there may well
be reasons for cropping, intensity-adjusting, or otherwise
modifying the same set of pointer-referenced images more
than one way, and each different way of modifying the
images can be stored in a parameter object.
To help users with the management of large numbers of
objects, MIATool automatically saves to disk all objects associated with a set of images to a specific directory structure.
The directory structure also contains the set of images. By
storing the images in their own subdirectory, it provides a
clear separation of a set of images from its associated objects.
For the subdirectory containing the associated objects, the directory structure employs a hierarchical structure that reflects
directly the relationship between the various objects. All
parameter objects associated with a particular image pointer

array, for example, would reside in subdirectories below the
one that stores that pointer array object.

projects evolve over time. Towards this end, the design
of MIATool has focused on the development of uniform
interfaces. A good example is tool and parameter object
expandability. MIATool enforces a uniform way for all image
editing tools to interface with the viewer. Similarly, all
parameter objects share a common interface through which
parameter values are stored and retrieved. When the need
arises, new interactive tools and corresponding parameter
objects can be added to the existing set of tools and parameter objects relatively easily provided that they conform
to their respective interfaces. As an example, a prototype of
a tool for manual image segmentation and a corresponding
segmentation parameter object were developed in our lab for
the false-color labeling of vesicles in live cell images. The
tool works in conjunction with the viewer to allow userinteractive identification of vesicles in images and stores the
pixel coordinates of the selected vesicles in segmentation
parameter objects. By adhering to the uniform interfaces,
the incorporation of the new tool and parameter object took
relatively little effort, and the result was used extensively
for data presentation in [5]. MIATool is thus not limited to
its existing set of capabilities, but rather can be used as an
environment for the development of new image processing
capabilities. In our lab, efforts are under way to add new
capabilities to MIATool (e.g., single molecule tracking).
A
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A particular instance of a directory structure is itself Fig. 2. Pointer array manipulation described in image analysis example,
represented by an object. A directory object is essentially a shown for a small but analogous data set. A. ID array of pointers sorted
table of contents that faithfully records the numbers and types by image acquisition time. B. 2D array of pointers separated by color. C.
2D pointer array time-aligned with repeated pointers. D. 3D pointer array
of objects contained in a directory structure as well as theaconsisting
of two copies of the time-aligned 2D array. (G=green, R=red)
con
a d irectory structure
.

ofhierarchicalrelationshis

hierarchical relationships conveyed by a directory structure.
As such, directory objects are used as a standard interface
for the saving as well as the retrieval of objects to and from
the physical directory structures.
veyd by
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To a large extent MIATool is intended to be used in a
research environment (see [3], [4] for works that have made
use of MIATool) and therefore needs to be expandable in
order to address new requirements that arise as research
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VIII. EXAMPLE CONTINUED
We now return to the example in Section III and describe
in detail how we can use MIATool to perform the necessary
analysis. Assume that all 12000 images are saved to a
single directory on disk and are named 1 through 12000 to
indicate the order in which they were acquired. We begin by
importing them into a brand new MIATool directory structure. As part of the import process, MIATool generates by

default a 1-by-12000 pointer array containing in sequential
order a pointer to each image. That is, we are given a 1dimensional array containing 10800 "green" pointers and
1200 "red" pointers arranged in a repeating pattern of nine
"green" followed by one "red" (see Fig. 2A). MIATool also
automatically saves a copy of the 1-dimensional array to the
newly created directory structure as a pointer array object.
To view our "red" and "green" images separately, we
construct a 2-dimensional pointer array consisting of two
rows. The first row contains only the 1200 "red" pointers
which we can extract from positions 10, 20, 30, ..., and 12000
of the 1-by- 12000 array. The second row contains only the
10800 "green" pointers which we can obtain from positions
1 through 9, 11 through 19, 21 through 29, ..., and 11991
through 11999 of the 1-by-12000 array. The result is a 2by-10800 array that has 9600 empty slots in its first row
(see Fig. 2B). We then open the MIATool viewer with the 2dimensional array and find two sliders. To view the sequence
of "red" images in the first row, we set the first slider to the
value 1 and scroll the second slider. On the other hand, to
view the sequence of "green" images in the second row, we
set the first slider to the value 2 and scroll the second slider.
If we need to adjust the pixel intensities of the images for
better display, we can associate the pointer array with a pixel
intensity parameter object and use the MIATool intensity
adjustment tool to make the appropriate modifications. As all
tools in MIATool are equipped with support for propagating
a set of modifying parameter values to all or a subset of
the pointers in a pointer array, we can specify the same
intensity settings for all images, different settings for the
"red" and "green" images, or different settings for various
arbitrary subsets of the pointer array. If desired, we can save
the pixel intensity parameter object containing a record of
our modifications for retrieval at a later time for viewing
as the MIATool viewer is capable of extracting values from
parameter objects to create modified images on-the-fly for
display. The pixel intensity parameter object will be saved
to the directory structure in a subdirectory below the one that
stores the pointer array object for the 2-by-10800 array.
To view overlays of the "red" images with the "green"
images, we take the same 2-by-10800 array, but completely
fill the first row with nine pointers to each "red" image. To be
more explicit, the new 2-by- 10800 array has the same second
row of "green" pointers, but has a first row that consists
of nine pointers to image 10, followed by nine pointers to
image 20, followed by nine pointers to image 30 ..., and
finally nine pointers to image 12000 (see Fig. 2C). We then
open the viewer with our time-aligned 2-by-10800 array and
view the images in overlay mode. By scrolling the second
slider in overlay mode, the viewer displays for each value of
the second slider an RGB overlay of all images given by all
possible values of the first slider. That is, the viewer displays

eah colmn
indx of ourarray
ur arry te
the"red"
mage n row
for eac forcolumlndexof
"red lmageln

1 and the "green" image in row 2 together as an overlay.
To illustrate the flexibility of MIATool in dealing with

different analysis requirements, we now expand on our
example. Suppose the microscopist would also like to study
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the interaction of the "green" tubules with other RFP-tagged
organelles that are much more weakly-labeled than the endosomes. Due to the significant difference in the distribution
of RFP, the intensities of pixels corresponding to the weaklylabeled organelles cannot be increased to acceptable levels
for viewing without saturating the pixels corresponding to
the strongly-labeled endosomes. A solution is to overlay the
"green" images separately with two sets of "red" images,
one set that is intensity-adjusted for suitable display of the
endosomes, and another that is intensity-adjusted for suitable
display of the other organelles. To accomplish this with one
pointer array, we take two identical copies of the time-aligned
2-by- 10800 array which we created for overlay viewing, and
simply put one copy on top of the other to form a 2-by10800-by-2 array (see Fig. 2D). As we will see, using this
3-dimensional array as opposed to two separate 2-by-10800
arrays provides the advantage of being able to quickly switch
back and forth between the two sets of overlays with a click
of a viewer slider.
Given our 2-by-10800-by-2 pointer array, we use the
intensity adjustment tool to adjust both sets of duplicate
"green" pointers (i.e., the subset of pointers given by a
first dimension value of 2) uniformly, but adjust one set of
duplicate "red" pointers (i.e., the subset of pointers given by
a first dimension value of 1 and a third dimension value
of 1) with relatively low settings to properly display the
strongly-labeled endosomes, and the other set of duplicate
"red" pointers (i.e., the subset of pointers given by a first
dimension value of 1 and a third dimension value of 2)
with high settings to properly display the weakly-labeled
organelles. Then with the viewer set to overlay mode, we
scroll the second slider as in the case of the 2-by- 10800
array to view the overlays. However, with our 3-dimensional
array, we can use the third slider to specify which set of
overlays to view. Specifically, overlays with the endosomes
(weakly-labeled organelles) are viewed with the value of the
third slider set to 1 (2). This example clearly shows that with
multiple pointers referencing the same image, a single image
can be associated with different modifying parameter values
of the same type.
Note that throughout this entire sequence of analysis steps,
no additional images are saved to disk. Instead, much smaller
parameter objects are saved when desired.
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